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M.A. (Part-II) (Scmcster-III) Examination
3.7 : ENGLISH

(Elective Popers : Litertture snd Cender)

Time : Three Hoursl [Maximum Muks : 80

Note :-All questions are compulsory.

1. (A) Utite short notes on any THREE ofthe following :

(:) Tarabai Shinde's views on women in Indian history

(ii)'Sex/Gender/Desirc'.

(ii) Queer Studies

(iv) Wollstonecraft's views on sensibility.

(v) Lesbian writing in India.

(vi) Double marginality in'The Prison We Broke'. 15

(B) Attempt the following questions by choosing the correct alternative :

(i) Judith Butler talks on the _. aspect of gender.

(a) Performative (b) AffinDatile

(c) Negative (d) Intenogativc

(ii) 'tarabai Shinde's 'Stri Purush Tulana' \r'as originally published in Marathi in _.
(a) 1880 (b) 1881

(c) 1882 (d) 1884

(iii) To illustate that a woman *,ith Shakespeare's gifts as a probablc victim of discrimination,

Virginia Woolfiflvented a fictional character named _ as Shakespeare's sister

(a) Rosanah (b) ElDa

(c) Judith (d) Chelsea

(i9 In the novel 'The Prisons We Broke', the novelist talks about thc life in her village

callcd _.
(a) Veergaon (b) Shegaon

(c) Asegaon (d) Khapaskheda

(v) In 'The Ministry of Utmost Happincss' the character Anjum is bom as _.
(a) Arfaz (b) Irian

G) Ailab (d) Shalmawaz 5
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Summarise [bllstonecraft 's \'ie( s on motherhood.

OR

Bring out the secondary status orl $ol'nen in a Hindu socicty as depicted in 'Stree-Purush Tulana'
15

Discuss the significance ofthe fictional character ofJudith Shakespeare in 'A Room ofOne's
Om'.

OR

How does dc Beauvoir rcdefin. the Oedipus Complex in contcxt ofher scction on myths ?

15

Bring out the theme ofmarginalisation oi leshians in Sukhthankar's 'Facing the Mirror'.

OR

Examine aftcr Sedgwick, whether ir is possible to have a socicty which is patriarchial but not
homophobic. 15

,^ttempt a ch:Lracter sketch ofJa)a.

OR

Discuss the nothcr-child relation in'The Ministry of LIto[ost Happiness'. l5
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